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Presidents Council
releases statements
against tuition hikes
those at a fixed level; financial
aid is not a substitute for low
tuitions; financial aid does nqt
The Council of State College adequately offset the cost of an
Presidents released statements increased tuition; the students
this week, expressing their conthat will be affected the most will
cerns over the proposed tuition · be. those from working middle
hikes and changes in the financial
class and those who are on the
program.
borders of financial ranges.
This release comes one week
Also on this list were the
after the Board of Regents of ideas that a "tuition remission"
Higher Education's proposal, program should be implemented
which would cause tuitions at so that the neediest students have
state colleges and universities to access to public education; those
double with in the next five who manage the added increase in
years.
tuition at public institutions
The new proposal, involving
will. in effect, be subsidizing
financial aid, would "link fiprivate institutions' financial aid
nancial aid to the cost of tuition
programs; the diversion of money
and link tuition to the cost of
to private colleges and uniproviding a public education."
versities should not harm the
The Council believes that these status of public institutions.

Search
Committee
turns to the
outside

By Bryon Hayes
Comment staff

measures will hinder access lo

,_pu~~,,:\!
· acade 'i,,,,~1

Finally. the Regent'!< plan

doci;:

Bridgewater, MA

By John Burns
Comment staff

Chancellor of Higher Education, Franklyn Jenifer speaks on
tuition hike recommendations before the Joint
Committee on Education, the Arts and Humanities last
TUQ!'.dcv.

Whether or not to bring in an
outside consulting firm was the
main topic of the second meeting
of the Presidential Search
Committee on Thursday, March
24. Chairman Paul Means called
the meeting to order at 4:10 p.m.
After discussing the details of
the committee's expectations in
the area of minute-taking, and
Means's appointment of Alumni
Representative Ralph Fletcher as
Vice-Chair, the matter of
representation, a major point of
the first meeting, was again

(~toff photo by D~b W\ll\s.)
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a efuic standards;
and it does
monetary support.
not subject private colleges to the
The Council also feels that the tuitions,'1 the Council stated. "By union be given a second vote on
The Council th.en lists the same academic reviews as the Regents are abandoning the idea these simple measures, an the committee. According to
following problems with the · private ones.
of having a low-cost public excellent education is made Burke, the union is divided into
Board's proposals. The only
Because of these faults, the higher education system, since a accessible to all."
two parts on campus, and
effective guarantee of access to Council feels that these sections large amount of the money
The new proposal was signed currently only the secretarial. half
public higher education is to of the policy. are detrimental to collected would go to private by eight of the nine Mass- has a vote. · The support-staff
guarantee lower tuition costs;
public institutions. Equal scru- institutions.
achusetts state colleges, with the portion would .like to be able to
tuitions directly related to the tiny should be applied to the
"To ensure quality education at President of Framingham State be heard, too. A. motion was
cost of an education will rise private colleges and universities the lowest possible cost... is to being unavailable to sign · the entered.to accomplisli this, but it
much quicker and higher than as well.
retain the lowest .possible works.
CO!J.t. on p, 3

This is the ~iggest (issue) we've had so
far. It's about time we started doing
something.

Congressman Joseph La:1ge

Button and balloon battle
ByEdWard

Comment
staff
_:,

"There's a dictionary in your left hand and It's getting
heavy." -- The Astonishing Eugene Neal 'performing with
BS~ students. (Staff photo by Stephen McPhee)

The Student Government
Association Congress adopted
measures against the "unfair
· tuition · hikes" prese;tlted . in
Chancellor Jenifer's proposal to
the Board of Regents of Higher
Education.
A package of measures
presented by Executive Secretary
Peggy Hayes was approved but a
draft letter sponsored by
Congressman.Joseph Lange was
not.
Hayes' p8"'kage, compromising
two .:;eparate motions, includes
the purchase of $250.00 worth of
balloons and buttons and a letter
to be sent to the parents of BSC
students to inform them of the
proposed tuition hikes. Hayes

introduced the measures as a
means "to advertise the unfair
tuition hikes." She plans to get
the message and the balloons and
·buttons to the students by setting
up a table in front of the
bookstore.
Congressman Joseph Lange
came out strongly in support of
Hayes' measures. He stated,
"Buttons are a good idea. This is
a big one (issue). This is the
biggest we've had so far. It's
about time we started doing
something!" Many others echoed
Lange's position.
Several congressmembers did,
however, express some reser-,
vations concerning the ~:iurchase
of balloons and buttons.
Congressman Bill Bilodeau came
out strongly against the
allocation.

''Why not allot money to a
rock video?" remarked Bilodeau.
"The amount of change brought
about by this is negligible," he
stated.
Congressman John Burris
informed the Congress that the
Ways and Means Committee, of
which he is .chairman, had also
expressed reservation about the
buttons and balloons.
The committee had entered a
recommendation against the
approval of the funds. Burns
stated the committee's opinion
that, "The same thing can be
accomplished in other ways."
Burns later suggested the use
of form letters sent to the Board
of Regents rather than the
balloons
and
·buttons.
Parliamentarian Chris Perra
cont. on p. 2
·
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''Priceless'' chair
Vinny Fernald wants to give
students the "kind of president stolen from History
they deserve"
depart ment
By Bryon Hayes

[and the] community. He must
keep Bridgewater moving
forward, 11 stated Fernald. He
does not feel that the candidate
should be a politician or
businessman type, for those
qualities could get in the way
of his effectiveness to govern
the college.
The overcll trait which he
_ believes that the Search
Committee is looking for is a
person with a good character.
"He must must have a good
character and personal standing.
Interacting with people in an
effective way is what this
campus should have."
One aspect which Fernald
keeps_ in the back of his mind
is that he is on the Committee
to. serve the .students. ''The
stilden.ls conie~frrs.t, and· I will
'do what i can make· suie
they get the kind of President
they deserve."

Comment staff
The Presidential Search
Committee is beginning its
process to find Bridgewater
State College a new president,
and Committee member Vinny
Fernald is pleased with the
prospects for the group in the
upcoming months.
"We are looking forward to
the selection of the new
president," said Fernald. "We
want to find the candidate best
suited for the position."
Fernald, a communication
major and a member of the
Class of 1990, was selected for
the Committee by the
members of the Student Government Association's Executive Board and the Student
Trustee. After the application,
interview, and screening
process was finished, Fernald

Vinny Fernald
was chosen.
Fernald's opinion of what
qualities the candidate should
have in order to be the
President of BSC are_ ones
an educator and a promoter.
"He. should be willing. to
wo~kfor and with tlie college,

of:

By Bi Ward

Comment staff
Dr. Jordan D. Fiore long
time professor of history at
Bridgewater State College,
returned from an extensive
absence in January only to find
his black arm chair was missing.
He has offered a reward of $50,
no questions asked, to anyone
who returns the chair.
Fiore explains the personal
value he has attached to the
missing black ann chair with two
gold BSC seals.
"The Bridgewater Chair was
a gift of a class of graduating
seniors many years ago.
Therefore, its sentimental value
far exceeds its intrinsic worth. I
have valued it so highly that I
have carrie'd the chair · my~elf
rather than trust it to workinen
·each of the four times I have
moved."

to

He states further, "I know
that the chair is not a priceless
heirloom. but to this old man it
represents a pleasant memory. If
anyone knows the whereabouts of
the chair or can help me regain it,
that person will always have my
sincere gratitude. '1 •
The chair was las:: seen at the
beginning of summer yacation
last year in the Rescmce Center
on the second floor of Tillinghast
Hall. Fiore has left it tL.:!re since

1978.
Fiore recalls t' ,e last time he
saw the chair, "I re1ncmber seeing
it in May and w.is planning to
take it .home as ;~~on as I was
able to borrow a V'. m. 11

If you have ar1y information
about Dr. Fiore's missing
B_ridgewater chair, you are
encouraged to contact the History
department at 697-1200 ext.
1388.

SGA battles over buttons and balloons
cont. from p. 1

responded, "They don't pay
attention to form letters.
Balloons and buttons are
help
us get the message across."
Marc Gensler, a student in
attendance at t~e meeting,

be a tuition increase, only
because of the rising costs of
higher education, - but that
Jenifer's large figures are just a
test.
Gensler concluded, "We should
not react to the test balloon now.

Acting President Dillman earlier
in the day about the tuition
hikes. "Dillman thinks Jenifer is
just sending, up a test balloon,"
stated Gensler. He stated further
that Dillman believes there will

Hayes did not agree with
Gensler's remarks.
She said that she had asked
Lisa Veilleux, the president of
SSAM
(State
Student
Association of Massachusetts), if

to

r··

Jenifer would really raise the
tuition substantially? Veilleux
had responded that he was dead set
on it, stated Hayes.
11
It's not too late to say
something about it," said Hayes.
·"I think we s~ould speak up and

The

motion to send an

informative letter to the parents
of BSC students passed
unanimously. Hayes' second
motion, which.concerned alloting
mcney for the buttons and

;

Workir:g with those who are communicatively impaired is a

chaHer:ging. yetrewarding profession. Boston~Bouve College
at Northeastern University recognizes the importance of
research and further study in this field. OurASHA accredited
Master of Science program in Speech-Language Pathology
and our program in Audiology (the only one in Boston} make
it possibie for you to pursue an advanced degree fuJl ..time. or
·parMime if you are employed in the field.
Forinfcrmation on these programs call (617) 437~2708 or
write to the address below_

BOSTON

uvE

"

·~ ·
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t t " Ttt
'?
the r Massachusetts
state
representatives and the governor's referred to as incoherent, could be
office was tabled by a close vote.
rewritten.
According to the letter, "The
The motion was tabled and
Student Government Association Landsberger offered to help Lange
of BSC does not support the with the drafting of a final copy .

...................................... .
-

SEE ME.
-- ·;fE··.E·L·ME.
TOUCH ME.
HEAR.ME.

balloons, met some opposition current position of the Board of
but passed, with sixteen Regents on tuition increases." It
congressmen voting in favor, also reaffirms their support of
four against, and one abstaining.
financial aid increases for public
A le~ter submitted by Lange higher education.
and the ad-hoc tuition committee
for approval by the SGA
Congressman
Curtis
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Only Kaplan offers free
refresher math lessons and
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Le ctu rer Lin da Th aye r tells
the "fa cts " abo ut abo rtio n
"By Bryon Hayes
Comment staff
"It is not my purpose to stand
before you to condemn or judge,
but to tell you the facts about
abortion, " said Linda Thayer,
Director of the Mass. Institute for
Life and a teacher in the Boston
high school system. The lecture
on abortion was held Wednesday
night in the library lecture hall. It
was sponsore d by Students for
Life and the BSC Republicans.
Thayer spoke first on the
ability to determin e the
beginnin g of human life. In
1973, the Supreme Court
legalized abortion, by the Roe vs.

Wade case. "The Supreme Court
justices decided that the fetus is
not a human," stated Thayer, "but
Time magazine runs a headline
on its own saying that life begins
at conception."
Thayer stated that, being a
biology major and a woman of
science, life begins at conception
and the Supreme Court was
wrong in its decision.
The facts about abortion are
that there are 1.5 million each
year, "and one out of ten are
aborted in the fourth month or
later. By the time this
presentat ion is over. more than
120 'humans' will have died,"
quoted Thayer. She said this must

change now, or the future will
hold no hope.
Thayer illustrate d the point
that often, with abortions , the
woman does not have much of a
choice. "An adult says it is for
the best, and she believes it."
Also noted was that men have
absolutel y no say concernin g the
situation. If a man wants to keep
it, and the woman decides not to
have the baby, the man loses.
Thayer hopes that the future
will hold a bright outlook for
banning abortion.
"As long as abortion is around,
society cannot have its positive
aspects which it so gallantly
proposes."

Ed ito r Pet tit excited abo ut
Yearbook Recognition Da y
Don't you know if?! -Joe Arsenault informs us that spring is
here as he studies outside the campus informa tion booth
during this week's long-aw aited warm spell.
(photo by Deb Willis)

Sea rch Co mm itte e

By Ed Ward
Convnent staff
Next Wednesd ay, April 6, is
Year book Recogni tion Day.
Yearboo k editor, Ron Pettit,
invites the entire Bridgewa ter
State College commun ity to
celebrate the 90th birthday of the
BSC yearbook at 3 o'clock on the
front steps of Boyden Hall.
The main ceremon ies will
include a speech delivered by
Acting - Presiden t Dillman

Ml~µ ~~-i~tii-·~~~Jt1rn~·r

cont.from p.1
was defeated, 2-5-4.
Affirmat bc Action complian ce
was brought up next. It was
determined that these guideline s
would be met by the addition of
a minority represent atives of the
students and alumae at the next
meeting.
Means then introduc ed Dr.
Christine Young, a representative
of the Presiden tial Search
Cunsulti ng Service (PSCS).
PSCS is a non-prof it agency
under the financial control of the
Association of Governing Boards.
Young gave a brief history of
her organization, and proceeded to
explain what sort of procedur es
they would follow, should they
be hired.
The jo}} would be started by
conducting an extensive survey of
the campus to get an idea of what
the college's actual needs are.
This would be compiled in a
report to the committe e to. give
them an idea of what criteria to
look for in a candidate.

\\u;:> , uu;y 'N 1n, jU-.:.\.
·;,i':1i';,,t1~~>'1')lFt'14'~:~u1':·':·-·'.· ,,. ~.,~,,. ,,,~;

\n~\\\\(;.\l\.

:. · '.•

n.

>his Sta~f will ~ilssdut h~lium '
Also as part of yearbook day,
The screening process would filled balloons of red· and gold to to commem orate our anniversary the yearbook office will be
"involve the cunducti ng of as many students as stand on the but also to make the BS C setting up a table across from the
telephon e interview s to get steps at one time. His communi ty more aware of the booksto re to promote the
references for the candidates, and photogra phers will then take yearbook on· campus. The ceremon ies and to sell extra
narrow the field. It was pictures as the students "let go" yearbook is usuaUy overlook ed copies of the 1987 yearbook at
and '"hidden away in some half price, $5.00 instead of
recomme nded that the actual of the balloons._ ·
personal interview s with the
"It will be sort of like an basement somewhe re. But ·we're $10.00.
candidate s be conducte d at a site
all-colleg e photo," states Pettit.
in Boston, Providen ce, or some "Like a senior class photo from
other major, nearby city.
high school. That's what we hope
Question s posed to Young
to achieve, that effect."
referred to the cost, and the
The best picture will appear,on
projected length of a search with
the title page of the. 1988
her company . The committe e yearbook in color and be almost a
was told that PSCS charges full page (in size).
$19,000.00 plus expenses, which
The photo session will be
would probably be another followed by a small party at
$2,000.00, and that it would be
which birthday cake and punch
concieva ble ·to have somebod y
will be served.
appointed before the start of the
Pettit speaks further about the
People choose to worl< at ChadwicR·s for many different
fall semester.
ceremony, "Our main purpose is
reasons. And they stay with us for many more. As the
.... . . . . . . . . . . .lllmll. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....
nation's leading ofi-price mail order catalog of women's
clothes. we in'i7ite you to make a good choice.

A & A Met ro_ Sou th

Lim ous ine Ser vic e

Phase two involves the
committe e's getting in touch
with people from several different
sources, to get nominati ons of
good candidates for the position,
This would also involve '
contacting the nominees to find·
out whether they are interested in .
the position.
One .thing that was stres~ed ·
throughout the presentat ion was
that PSCS would serve to guide
the committee in the procdures of
their search, but would not be

domgtheworkforthem.

out there and out to the front."
He speaks highly of the
yearbook , "I've committe d three
years to the yearbook and its
organizat ion and I'm hoping to ·
cultivate and to make this
experien ce known to other
people. To get them excited, like
Ido.'1.
"We1ve been around for 90
years," says Pettit. "We've been
around that long. It shows you
the importan ce of what we've
been doing all these years and

Rbnbtd Psltrt ,,,

Piclzers &. Paclzers
· Full & Part- Time
Put your enthusiasm to work as you seJect and prepare
customer orders. working with our friendly, dedicated
team. General warehouse experience is a plus. but we
provide e~cellent training.

Elegan ce in Trans portat ion

697 -00 17
Any Specia l Occas ion
Corpora te Clients
Sportin g Events
.
Night on the Town
Weddin gs
Proms
Concer ts
Airport s

Compli mentar y Champ agne

Chauf feurs

Stretc h Llmo.

Don't drink & drive - TaJce a Limous ine!

24-hou r service
7 Days a Week
. ....... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ........

Chadwicl<'s offers you top benefits including a 30% dis·
count. health and life insurance plans. paid holidays and
vacations. a 401 (R) plan and bonus referral.
Put yourself on the mo•e and call us today at

34l·H58. Or stop by our Personne l Office,
lOO Campane lli Parkway. Stoufhto n, MA. 0!071
An Equal Opportunit y Employer. M/f

·.
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SGA needs more than Ineq uali ty mea ns that we need
mo11ths for blac ks and wom en
a Greek funding
policy:
a
a "non-budget" policy
To the Editor:

In your March 24 article, you
enlist several reasons why there
should be month to celebrate
the history of "the average whit~
guy." Personally, I find the entire
commentary ridiculous.

It's nice to be able to give everybody what they want, .
but it is not always the best practice. It becomes a
particularly bad idea when "what they want" is to be
given a privilege that is not there for others.
Bridgewate r State's Greek organizations have decided
that since they. cannot be given budgets, under the SGA
Constitution, then the Congress should come up with a
policy that would guarantee funding of Greek events.
Congress has started to look into this request with the
formation, two weeks ago, of a "Greek Funding
Committee." Proposals which have already come up are:
A fund that the Greek Council could "use when they
needed it," with the possibility of it being paid back (a
suggestion of the Greeks); or a set of Greek funding
guidelines proposed by the com.mi ttee.
Fortunately , neither plan has been adopted. The
responses were, respectively, "When did the Congress
become a loan agency?" and, "What about any other
group that wants money?"
The answer the first question is, "They haven't." The
answer to the second is the solution to the whole
problem: There should be one policy that covers any
·request for funding, whether it comes from Greeks, a
class, a short-term organization with a specific problem,
or a club that wants to spend outside of its budget.
II
•

ti

to

Christine, do these "average
white guys" actually make life
more interesting? I wonder.
What's the difference between an
"average white guy" and a regular
white guy? Maybe we ought to
have a month for the below
"average white guy." Now that
would be interesting!
I am interacial with
predominat ely brown skin
colouring, hence, I am called
black. Should I be allowed to

article in the wrong way.
Though, I doubt it. Christine,
why are we subjected to such
inane commentaries?

In actuality, if we were truly

a united country we wouldn't need

these months. However, we
aren't, and so to celebrate the
achievemen ts of females and
blacks such months are created.
In your next commentary
why not propose a month for the
American Indian? Weren't they
here first? Ultimately, these
months are created so that
'everyone' celebrates their spirit
and achievement s. Drinking beer
and smoking doesn't seem so
imjX)rtant all of the sudden.
Michael L. Crowley

Blac k Hist ory Mon th defende d
It is a time for self-esteem, not self-indulgence

11

a

Above Policy," there needs
be
"Non-budg et
Spending Policy that covers the whole thing.
When this standard ts created, there are several things
that must be required, and others that the Cdngress must
decide for itself. What must be required?
·
• The result of the spending must benefit a substantial
portion of the campus community.
•Any Association member, (full-time student) must be
allowed to participate in the event, or its benefits.
•The group's records of spending on the event must
be made available upon request (Its public funds: the
accounting is public record).
• The event must be approved or denied on the basis
of what it is, rather than by whom it is sponsored.
There ate also other criteria that the Congress would
have to decide whether they choose to use or not:
• Must. the group show support by presence, en
masse, at the hearing where the issue is discussed, by
petitions from the students, or both?
• .Should something controvers ial be voted on the
night it's presented, or should it be publicize.d so that
opposition will have the opp0rtunity to have their say?
The Congress ismaking an honest attempt to solve this
problem, but only when they have answered these
·
d
d
h · d · ·
questions, an set own t err eclSlon as a codification
or an amendment.to the Constitution, will they be able to
.handle each request ~lat is made in a fair and defendable
manner.
11

celebrate black history month,
and then the month you propose?
Do these men want to be
identified as people who "guzzle
gallons of Budweiser and smoke
their :Marlboro cigarettes?"l Does
Pat Robertson accurately
represent these men? Here's a
man who can't even remember
where he was stationed during the
Korean War. Hey, Pat, how close
to the combat were you?
I think in your attempt to
validate your proposal for the
"average white guy" month you
fail when the name John Belushi
is mentioned. If my memory
serves me correctly, and it does,
he died of a drug overdose. So
much for the "average white
guy."
Maybe I'm reading your

To the Editor:

As a mature black woman in
the Bridgewater campus com~
munity I feel personally insulted
b the Comment staff writer
March 24, 1988 issue of the

Comment entitled "What about
the white guys?" The point of the
the United States nominates
excessive amounts of holidays is
valid. Yet putting Martin Luther

King, Jr. in the same category as

a porn-star such as John Holms
is degrading. And since when can
the social impact of the "hips" of
El vis be compared to that of the
of social oppression?? Perhaps in
jest, the article undermined the
purpose and passions behind
Black History Month. I am
certain that the month was not
instituted for self-indulgen ce, but

rather for self esteem that a race
must fight for. Please open your
eyes Comment.
I only regret that my reply to
this demeaning article will
·
· ·
o· .. th
used Lo malign a good intentioned
celebration of my race. I believe
an apology is in order.

Thank you,
Yvette T. Swain

~ditor's Note: There seems to be a little confusion over the intentions of "What about lhe white guys? It's

ume for a White Guys History Month". The intent was not to degrade Black History Month or Women's
History Month, nor was it to draw a correlation between a white history month and these other months. It
was just to poke fun at the many days, months, and holidays that are celebrated, and to good naturedly tease
the "white guys". I did not try to epitomize an "average white guy;" I just pointed out a few (in)famous
people that they might honor if such a month existed. Mr. Crowley is right, if we were truly equal we
would not need these various history months.
·

Jordan, give· Pale stini ans a hom e
By Jeff Tucker
Special to-The Comment

------------

one wor d··· E veryth.mg. O ne on IY
h
as to 1ook at th e h"istory o f th"is
Often today, we hear calls firom
_h_ul_d_ ____;b~------ region and its people.
s
o not eat the expense of
Who are these Palestinian
. the liberal left · tha·t th. e· I
·
b
· "
sraeI an d h er security,
ut of A rab s.? I n 1916 , "Pa1estme
Palestinian Arabs must have a Jordan's
included
all
of
what
is
now
Israel
nation of their own, due to the·
·. h
0 ne m1g
t ask how someone and Eastern Jordan, as well as.
tenants of. nati.onal self- cou·ld ever reach a concl ·
·
usion, Parts. of Syna
an d L eb anon. Th"is
determinatio n, which is ab- after all, what does Jordan have to territory was,
at the time, peopled
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On e mo re time!
Mas sPIR G explained, agai n
/

To the Editor:

is, never favoring Democra t or
Republican party interests.

Let's put the MassPIR G issue
MassPIR G is student based
to rest once and for all. The
because in 1972 UMASS
Massach usetts Public Interest Amherst
students decided they
Research Group is a statewide , were
going to make a
student-directed organization that . construc
tive impact on their
works to pass environm ental and legislatur
e. They voted to tax
consume r protectio n legislatio n
themselves in order to hire a staff
at the state house.
of professio nals to help them
Each year, the organizat ional
draft legislation and organize their
definition of what is in the public
resources to get it passed. Today.
interest is discussed and redefined
the fee collected supports a staff
by the Board of Directors, which
of a hundred professionals. They
is made up solely of students
provide students with the
represent ing each of the thirty
knowledge and strategy necessary
MassPIR G Chapters.
to educate others and to organize
Students at the thirty colleges grassroot
s lobbying activities.
in Mass. vote every two years to
In response to John Burns
continue
their MassPIR G
(March 24, perspecti ves) I say
chapters and the $4 optional fee
that MassPIR G is
partial:
on their tuition bills that enables
the state wide education al and partial. to students' rights to
lobbying network to succeed. influenc e their governm ent,
Obvious ly, MassPIR G is partial to citizen involvement in
the political process, and partial
political, its goals being not just
to a toxic-free environment.
to research and educate, but to
create long-term change by
getting laws passed. However ,
Eileen Mullen
MassPIR G is non-parti san, that
MassPIR G Organizer
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Pa les tin ian Ar ab s
des erv e ho me lan d
p:
s.
·gtl over ·a nation
at 1s
with Muslims . Christian s, as compose d of 60% Palestini
an.·
well as Jews. During World War Arabs. This is the reason, why
the
I. the Allies wrestled control of king of Jordan, King Hussein
this territory from the Ottoman who succeede d his grandfath
er in
Turks.
19 52, should be making
Out of this British control crune concessio ns. He is the
current
a declaratio n in 1917 by Arthur occupier of the real Palestini
an
Balfour which expressed support Arab homelan d, the nation
of
for a Jewish homelan d in Jordan.
Palestine , which by 1921, was
Instead of divulging power to
endorsed by the League of the Palestin ian people
and
Nations and resulted in Britain turning the Palestinia n homeland
being given a mandate over all of into a constitut ional
monarch y.
Palestine (Israel and Jordan). King Hussein has turned on these
In 1922, the British created the people. His way of dealing
with
Hashem ite
Kingdom
of the Palestinia ns was to slaughter
TransJor dan within the mandate some 20,000 in Septemb
er. of
area. It was created as a homeland 1970, by using his Bedouin
for the Muslim residents of Army, and thousand s of others
Palestine in anticipati on of the were forced from their rightful
creation of a homeland for the homelan d and had to flee
to
Jews, as stated in the Balfour Israel's West Bank, Syria and
Declarati on. The first king was Lebanon . But now,, the
world
Abdullah , an Arab tribal king forgets that the Palestini
an
from Mecca in Saudi Arabia.
homeland. was and is Jordan and
In 1948, the state of Israel was instead, puts pressure on Israel
to
created by the United Nations solve the "Palestinian problem."
from the remaining territory east
If only King Jussein would
of the Jordan River. The West allow the Palestini ans to
parBank and Gaza Strip, where ticipate in governm ent. Would
current Arab rioting is taking not that satisfy the remainin g
place, was left under British Palestini ans exiled all over the
control until 1949 when King Mid.dle East in their quest
for
Abdullah was allowed to invade self-rule .by returning their
with the acquiescence of Britain. homelan d .and rule of that
While Palestinian Arabs were free homeland to them?
to live in Israel, most opted to
Therefore , let it be known, that
leave and settle in the state of King Jussein rules over
Jordan and the West Bank, due to · two~thirds of Palestine , which is
the encourag ement of their peopled by .60% Palestini an
religious leaders and King Arabs. Then, let it be known,
Abdullah.
.
that King Hussein is. the key to
In making a non-Pale stinian peace and self-determination of
King of Jordan, Britain made a the Palestinian people, and let it
grave mistake. Unknowi ngly, ~e be known that the question:
Palestinia ns must now deal with "Why not Jordan?" has not been
a, Saudi Arabian king as considered quite enough!

Will Chan cello r Jenif er's safet y net really work·?

Th e PL O sho uld be all ow ed
an ob ser ver po st in the U.N.
U.S. laws don't have prec~dence over U.N. policies
agreed to certain responsib ilities
and obligations, one of which
was offering to host the United
By Christopher Perra
Nations in New York City. By
Special to The Comment
doing this, the United States
agreed to allow the United
Several months . ago, , the Nations to operate under the
Congress passed a law which direction of the Secretary General
bans any organiza tions from and the. members hip under the
maintain ing an office in the Charter of the United Nations.
United States if the organization
Several years ago, this
practices terrorism abroad. This, membership allowed the P.L.O.
on the surface, appears to be to open an observer post. This
straightf orward and perfectly action. was voted on and passed
understandable.
by the General Assembl y of the
However , now the Attorney United Nations.
General, the beloved Edwin
If we are hosts for the United
Meese, is using this law to close Nations and agreed to follow the
the Palestine Liberatio n Organ- U.N. Treaty, then whatrigh t.does
ization's observer post in the the Justice Departm ent have in
United Nations; The closing of tryirig .to close this observer
this P.L.O. observer post may post? Do internal laws of the
not ·hurt the people's. feelings, United·• States· have preceden ce
granted, .but this act. must be over the treaties that the United
looked at from the viewpoin t of. States has with other countries or
the United Nations.
organiza tions? It was my
When the United States signed understa nding that the Conthe United Nations Treaty in San stitution states that. treaties are
Francisco after World War II, it the supreme law of the b;md.

In the Middle

By trying to close this observer
post, the United States is
blatantly violating a treaty it has
signed and is giving the
impressio n that our governme nt
does not take its treaties as
bindiiig.
It is hard to understan d just why
the new law was· passed by
Congress in the first place. It
certainly appears that Congress is
trying to encroach in to. the
President's foreign policy poweys.
Why else would such a law have
been passed?
The only organizat ion that this
law applied to was the P.L.O.
So; the Congress may as well
have passed a law aimed straight
at the organization.
The arroganc e of such a law is
disgustin g. It pointedly tells. the
United Nations that the United
States can dictate what organizations the United· Nations
allow in and what it cannot The
United States should either honor
its treaty obligatio ns or break
the treaty altogether.

can
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Aerosm ith is on a "Perma nent Vacation"
Don McLean to
at BSC
f
reality, Petry and Tyler had
started to ~k on the phone
again. Remembers Brad, "both of
them called me and said they'd

been communicating again per~orm
("something we never did during
~
the breakup," adds Joe). I knew
right then if those two could get
By Linnea Orlando
the small outback towns which
along, the band could make a go
"r:!omment staff
other international and even
of it."
some Australian artists rarely
During a backstage meeting at
The Campus Center Program
see, followed by a week in the
a special show at the Orpheum
Committee is presenting
showroom of the coastal Twin
on Valentine's Day in 1984, it
singer, Don McLean tonight at Towns Casino (where he was
was official: Joe and Brad would
8 pm in the Adrian Rondileau
preceded by Bob Hope and
return. After a successful Back in
Campus Center Auditorium.
followed the next week by
the Saddle tour, the group entered
McLean is best know for his
superstar, Tina Turner), then
the studio to record "Done With
hit songs "American Pie,"
capped a tour of the continent's
Aerosmith in concert (Photo by Chrissy Giannino)
Mirrors." Naturally, it was a
released in 1971, and
major concert venues-selling
local smash, but national sales
"Vincent," his biggest interout every show along the way.
rock. But when these two guitar
By Bob Lang
were disappointing.
national hit, released in 1972.
That same wide-ranging
players left the fold during the
Comment staff
Geffen has to be happy
· He has toured the world's
appeal applies to McLean's
"Rock in a Hard Place" period,
with "Pennanent Vacation." More
major concert halls in Great radio play. All his best known
Most New England fans of was anyone really comfortable
than ever before, Aerosmith has
Britain, Continental Europe,
songs can be heard, and not
with the new lineup? ·
Aerosmith are overly famiJiar
produced an album of widely
Australia, New Zealand, Japan,
just on AM pop and FM rock
with their tumultuous seventeen
Aftcr the six year period from
diversified material. For the first
Israel, the Phillipines, South stations, but on everything
year history:
the tough 1973-1979, Joe Perry Jeft the
time, the band enlisted hired guns
America, and of course, the from country to adult contembeginnings when they were
band, citing
irreconcilable
Lo help with the songwriting.
U.S. and Canada.
porary to oldies formats as
overlooked in the very city that differences with friend and
They chose two of the biggest
On his last visit to Ireland,
well.
now embraces them, the
songwriting partner Steve Tyler.
names in the business: Desmond
McLean bettered his own
. Tickets are $2.00 for BSC
mid-seventie.s domination that led
The pressures of touring and
Child (known for his work with
record at the Cork Festival by students, $3.00 for seniors and
to stadium sellouts, the dis- success had been wearing on the
KISS and Bon Jovi) .and Jim
drawing 90 ,000 fans to a soldchildren, and $4.00 for
integration of the band as friends band, resulting in more than
Vallance (Bryan Adam's guitarist
out football stadium, and then community. If you haven't
and live n:iusicians, augmented by average partying. Perry
and songwriting partner). Joe
enraptured the crowd with a set bought yours ~et, pick one up
\.±·~; :"'·i

While I.hose of us in Boston
hav- ~l:l.ken for granted that our
orig~;.:t/. bad boys are a major

albums: As with Tyler, Perry

eventualJy could not get along
with his vocalist, Charlie Farren.
mus1cpl force, no one h:as ever
Brad Whitford left two years
reail~' :;topped to see. what has
after Joe did. Tyler's· substance
happ<::ned right under our noses: abuse had not gotten any better
1
Aerosmith has become the and when he tore his heel off in a
greatest American b8nd of all motorcycle accidentt all
time.
Aerosmith projects were put on
It's Joe Perry and Brad the shelf. Meanwhile, Ted
Whitford, man. There's ·no Nugent sideman Derek St
question that Steve Tyler is an Holmes was' becoming disintegral part of the deal, with his satisfied with his role with the
frantic frontman pace and war Motor'City ·Madman.
cries that have thrilled. millions.
I:n ··late 82; Brad suddenly
There's also no doubt that·· the popped up as the second guitarist
rhythm section of 'Joey Dramer at a few Project gigs. Of course,
and Tom Hamilton are solid as, a tongues started wagging. In
1

.... .
··~-ii

IJll\1••••••-••••··•,.·•·":'~1at~the

70 s, we'd go write the lyrics at
the last minute before we entered
the studio~now we have a mirror
to work with."
One.common misconception of
Aerosmith concems the fact that
Joe does all the leads while Brad
concentrates on rhythrn guitar.
Admits Brad, "I often feel that I
really don't get enough credit. Joe
and I have two different
approaches. 11 In reality, Brad .(a
Berl.dee; graduate) handles the
fancy licks while Joe does a lot
of the bluesier stuff.
Jce·wboleheartedly. agrees with
his soulma!e on guitar: "Brad's a
~ont.

onp.8

You Are Here .. Section Editor
responds to. critic! sm of section

By Brian Hughes
Comment staff

Through various friends and
other sources, I have heard a few
things about how people. feel
about this section of
the
Comment. You Are Here is the
Arts, Entertainment and Features
section of the newspaper, and I
and my associate editor .try to
make it the best it can be, but I
have heard, a few negative
comments about it that I would
like to address.
The first is "I've never heard of.
half the bands. and records that
you review. 11 The reason that you
haven't heard of them is because
they are mostly new bands that
are breaking on college radio, and
we feel that they have potential.
If they weren't good, we wouldn't
say so. It's our job to introduce

you to bands that you've never .
heard of. Try them sometime~ ·
Remember,· U2 wer~ ·broken· on
college radio for years before they

became famous.
"You never review ·anything

mainstream like Madonna or
Tiffany." Ok, there are three good
reasons that we don't print these
reviews. The most important is
that there is only a limited
amount space in.the section, and,
like college radio, we ..want to
expose you to the most diverse
crossc.section of music possible.
Second, these bands get enough
coverage in other papers like The
Boston· Globe and other dailies
so that' ·there is very little need.
Lastly, my staff consists of four
major music writers-- myself,
Bob Lang, Russell Sherman and
Max Speed. None of us.are into
mainstream pop music, and we

don't like. to write about things
.·that. we don't know about because
thatwould be unfair to .the reader. :
Please~ if you want to see more
reviews· of this type of music, by
all means. write, them. and .·drop .
them off to me in the Comment
office befo~e noon·on Monday.·u
thetre any good~ they11 probably
. be printed.
.
0
You never let us know about
campus events until they've.
happened." True, .because· lilltil
just· recently, no one knew what
the Program Committee had
planned until just before the
event But, we'll try to get more .
in.
Well, I hope that I've properly
addressed some of your concerns.
If you· have any other problems
with the section, please stop by
to see me in the Comment

office.

McLean originals. He then
toured the rarely played small
halls of strife~torn Northern
Ireland, playing to mixed
audiences under anned guard.
On his most recent visit to
Australia, McLean played three
separate tours: first the halls of

infortn1'afi!i.$!.• • • • • . , . • • •
Campus Center. Come and
enjoy Don McLean perform
such classics as, "Wonderful
Baby," "If We. ~;r," and
"Castles In The Air.
Editor's Note: The Don
McClean show scheduled for
tonight has sold out.

Elements of a good
breakfast place
By Paul Prescott
Specialto The Comment

places to eat breakfast that have
good atmosphere, great food,
decent coffee, and best of all--low
prices.
There are certain criteria ·that
make up~ what I consider, the
perfect breakfast place. The
. atmosphere, the coffee, the food,
and the prices are the main
ingredients. These are not listed
according to priority because
everyone's is different~ they're
just listed this way because that's
how I'm going to review them.
Let's start with the atmosphere.
If you have to be seated by· a

Morning. is a beautiful thing
this· time of year. It's no't too
cold,. the birds are singing, the air
is fresh (as fresh as air can be this
close to Brockton), and life just
seems· t:O be starting anew with
each .breath you take.. The only
problem with morning is that it's
S(Y early. J think God ~ted this
minor inconvenience as a sort of
jest for those of us who enjoy the
night life. Let's face it, you can
hear .birds and breathe in late
afternoon as. well. Tl)ere's one waitress, this is a bad sign.
thing that morning brings that What fun is there in not being
noon and evening doesn't, and able to>pick your own table?
that's breakfast. Sme, you can Besides, if you have a hangover
have breakfast· in lat¢ morning (or that he'adache that comes
.(brunch) or even at dinner time naturally·· to some of us first
{brinner?), bullet's face it, it's not thing in the D)Oming) and prefer· a
the same~ If you're l~ me and . ·dalk comer somewhere, you don't
could do without early morning, ~ant the, \ViJ1dow seat facing the
but love breakfast food, there's early moming sun. If a waitress
hope. If you're too incoherent to. addresses you ·by saying, "Good
make breakfast. that early, .are . morrung. l'ni .Chevonne, ·and I
addicted to good coffee, and hate will. be your host for breakfast,"
to pay money for .ii:. there are you have walked into the wrong
places to go in. this· area. T can't establishment We .are ·looking
suggest a way to make mo01~ng . for something on the lines of;
later in the day, butl can suggest co.nt. on p. 7
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Most pledging is considered hazing
Legal advisor
By Jeffrey A. Newman
Syndicated columnist

Q. I am a student on a large
university campus and recently
joined a fraternity there. As a part
of the initiation, I was brought
into a completely dark room and
left there for eleven hours, after
which I was broµ_ght out into the
sunlight and toid to drink two
bottles of brandy. The fraternity
brothers then marched me around
the woods until I was so tired I
couldn't walk. After the incident,
I ended up in the hospital for
nearly three weeks. I haa no idea
when I joined the fraternity that
this would occur. Have there ever
been cases against fraternitie s
because of these incidents?
A. Yes. Hazing or any other
conduct or method of initiation
, into a student organization which
recklessly endangers the physical
or mental health of a student is
now a crime in Massachusetts.
Also, a number of hazing cases
have been successfully taken for
large jury verdicts in the past.
The hazing statute was recently
amended to specifically provide
that consent of the person who
was hazed.sha ll not be a defense
to the crime. Mass. General Laws
Chapter 269, Section 17, says
that the hazing conduct includes
whipping , beating, branding ,

':rOHN
A~C/A

weather, forced consump tion of

any food, liquor, beverage, drug
or other substance , or any other
brutal treatmen t or forced
physical activity which is likely
to affect the physical health or
safety of any such person. or

Aer osm ith
reai

.ii!(H.rnr.~r.

Just like in my

Ci-1Se.. the emity of the band
ovcrsh~c.tows the individual."

Aerosmi th has be~ome an
entity in its own right. A force
so respected that they are much
sought after for musical
collabora tions. In most cases
says Joet "we don't work with
people just so they can put our
names in their liner notes."
The exception to the rule was
the rap- act RUN~DMC, whom
Joe and Steve helped do a remake
of "Walk this Way. 11 "The reason
we helped them in the studio and
in the video was that it was such
an adventure," states Joe."Befo re
that song came out, no rap tune

had ever been top 40. We still
like to be underground.''
Brad Whitford hopes that the
band will not repeat their self. destructiveness that crippled them
in 1979. Besides instituting more
rest breaks between tour legs, he
says they're going to try and
forget about topping their
previous achievem ents: "All
those · pressures I've mentione d
are what ruined "Draw the Line."
We don't try to be pop and we
don 1t aim for radio airplay."
Whatever the case, Aerosmit h
will always get airplay. Provided
they stay clean and ignore record
company pressures , their legend
will remain intact.

Mak e Satµrday Pay Off
a

Now you can really make Saturdays worthwh ile-in
General ,WarehOU$e position with Hit or Miss. As the
nation's leading, off-price retailer of woman's clothing,
we're ready to offer you top-notc h pay as you join our
friendly, dedicate d Warehouse team, working Saturdays
only.
·
Responsibilities will include opening, sizing, ticketing
and packing merchandise. Some heavy lifting involved,
Excellen t training provided .

-The opportu nity to work with good people and earn
good pay is the perfect reason to join Hit or Miss right
now. Call 344-0800 1 or stop by and apply. We're located

at 100 Campanelli Parkway (offTurnp ike St.), Stoughto n,
MA.

Hit orM iu
An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F.

violation of this statute includes
punishme nt by fine of not more
than $1,000 or by punishme nt in
a house of correctio n for not
more than one hundred days or
both fine and imprison ment.
Cons,ult leg.al coun8el at once.
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couple of parties over the next
few months and I'm concerne d
about my guests drinking too
much and getting in an accident
on the way home. Is there any
legal liability that I should be
concerned about?
A. Yes. The law in
Massachu setts provides that a
social host who
negligen tly
serves a visibly intoxicat ed
person may be sued for resulting
injuries to third persons. Juries
are awarding substantia l damages
against social hosts who serve
guests that are drunk. I suggest
serving as little alcohol as
possible. If you do serve drinks,
set up the bar away from where
the crowd will gather and arrange
for the guests to be served their
drinks instead of letting them
serve themselves. Provide lots of
foods, including carbohyd rates
and dairy snacks such as cheese,
crackers, vegetables and dairy dips
which will help absorb the
alcohol. These also may slow the
effects of alcohol. Don't allow
anyone who is apparentl y drunk
to drink any more and arrange for
them to have a ride home rather
than ·allowing them to drive.
Protect your friends and yourself
by taking these precautio ns as
alcohol-re lated deaths are still on
the increase in this state and
nationally.
Q. I recently purchased some
investme nt property which I will
rent to several tepants. What kind

I look for and do I run a risk of
being sued if one of my tenants
is injured?
A. Protect yourself from large
lawsuits by reading your
insurance policy carefully and
also obtain "umbrella " coverage
over and above the basic policy
limits. If someone is injured, the
minimum coverage might not be
sufficent to pay the entire claim
and you may have to pay that
from your savings and your
house might be sold to satisfy
judgemen t. Have a safety expert
look at the house for potential
hazards before the. tenants move
in, as it iS a lot easier to avoid
lawsuits beforeha nd than to get
out of one after it's been filed
against you.

Q. My husband and I are
planning to divorce soon. Will I
have any rights to his pension
benefits?
A. The Retireme nt Equity Act
of 1984 says the pension benefits
are clearly subject to state family
law including divorce law. This
means that pension is considere d
"property ," and therefore can be
distributed upon divorce according
to the guideline s of state law.
Legal questions ? Call Jeffrey
A. Newman , a practicin g Boston
attorney, at 1-800-44 8-0303 or
write him at the Law offices of
Jeffrey A. Newman , .One
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Yes I
because when you're really
someone,
to
close
sometimes you know what
they feel or need before they
voice their needs.

Yes I do. think
hidden powers in our minds
that we can1t understand and
are exhibited in the form of
ESP.(For example finding
lost children.)

Martha Smith

Nancy Dourian
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Calendar of Events
Around the town
The Bridgewater Parents for Education
will sponsor a Candidates' Information
Night on Fri~y, April 8 at 7 :30 p.m.
in the Academy Building. All candidates
running for town offices have been
invited to attend. This will be an
excellent oppurtunity for all Bridgewat~r
residents· to meet the candidates, ask
questions, and learn about the issues in
order to make a more informed vote on
Election Day. The public is invited to
attend. Refreshments will be served.
International Attractions presents the
People's Republic of China, Peking
Acrobats direct from China They will be
performing at the Worcester Memorial
Auditorium l Highland Avenue,
Worcester, Thursday, April 14 .at7:30
pm. Tickets at $18.50 and $16.50 will
be available immediately at box office
prices at M.T. Plante Ticket Agency,
321 Main St. until the day of the show,
when box office prices 'will be available
at the Worcester Memorial· Auditorium
box office. Tickets are also available at all
Ticketron outlets and all Strawberries
Record Stores.
The Composers in Red Sneakers will
present their spring concert of new music
on Saturday April 16, 1988 at 8:00 pm
in the Old Cambridge Baptist Church,
1151 Massachusetts Ave, Cambridge,
Mass. Included will be the new works by
Herman Weiss, Christopher Stowens and
more! There will - be a variety of
ensembles including vocal groups,

chamber music, and electronic music.
Admission is $5.00, students with I.D.
$5.99 and anyone wearing red sneakers is
admitted free.

Attention Horsemen
The
Massapoag
Horsemen's
Association holds its monthly meetings
the first Thursday each month at the
Sharon Community Center, Massapoag
Avenue, Sharon, Mass. at 7:30 p.m.
Non-members are welcome. Gymkhana
horse shows will be held the third
Sunday each month starting in May.
The club will hold an equitation and
pleasure clinic on Sunday, May 1st at
the Traut Ring on Cedar Street in
Sharon. Call Gayle at 384-7054, Adele
at 543-6245 or Kathy at 697-5559 for .
more information, flyers· or membership
forms.
·

No definitely not because
I've read that ESP can be
read by body language.
Steve·Mohan

Spring events
Spring Ball tickets will sold in front of
the bookstore on the following dates:
April 7, 8, 12, 13, 19, and 20, and from
the 2S through the 29. They will also be
available from Kathleen Schofield and
Brian Alford at the Hill and the
Apartments from 6 to midnight on
Monday, April 4. Only 50 tickets will
be sold each day to allow everyone a
chance to buy a ticket Tickets are $42 per
- couple. The ball will be held. May 4, at
the Sheraton :Mansfield. There will be a
jazz band playing during dinner. Disc'
.Jockey Paul Bonitto will also be
performing.

Yes I believe if you really
want .someone to know
something without saying
anything it can be done .. (It
helps to know the person
you're trying to .get the
message across to.)
Jeff Hammond

No I don't believe in ESP at
all. I think you can predict
what's going to happen in a
given .situation. if you know
.the people involved .or
information on the
particular situation. Yon
could also predict things
based
on
life
experience.
Cindy Clemons

.,.
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Sp or ts

Bridge water Bears action

Me n's Lac ros se falls to Connecticut, Bra nde is
By Lori Lendh
Special to the Comment
The Men's Lacrosse Club had
their first two games this past
Saturday against Southern
Connecticu t and Monday against
Brandeis University , to throw
them into the official season
Saturday 's
game
was
nail--biting close and was just
barely lost in the founth quarter.
It was a gut performance by our
men in the first half.·
BSC led S.C.C. 5 to 3 with
some flashy play and with
limited penalties.. Some superb
goaltendin g by Guy Dewolf (14
saves). kept the opponents
frustrated.
The second half was tight and
at the end of the third period they
went neck and neck. As it started
to rain the weather may have
taken its toll on the p1ayers as
S.C.C. squeaked by winning the
battle 8-7.

Some prune performances were
shown on Saturday by Brendan
Wilcox, whose clarity and refined ·
skills scored three goals for
BSC. Jim Whiteway's finesse and
systematic style awarded him two
goals for the club much to
S.C.C.'s dismay.
Bob Boucher had an
outstandin g first career goal.
Dominic Costa tossed in his first
BSC goal
with ease and
impressive skill.
Morris Mulchay was up and
down the field making a big
impact on the defense.
Frank Duncan assisted his
fellow teammates and was strong
and sharp on the offensive side.
Monday was another tough
game against Brandeis Uni- Practice goes well for the Men's Lacrosse team. (photo by Deb Willis)
versity. BSC fell short again,
ahead.
10-9.
Gillis, Dennis Williams, and
losing by just one point 10-9.
However the last two minutes
Once again Dewolf played Costa all scored one goal.
At the half B SC was trailing
of the game saw B SC at the bad superbly at the goal. Racking up
6-2, but as the game went on
end of the field with all the mud.
the goals for Bridgewater were
The team will be looking for
they managed to tie up the game
The Brandeis offense quickened Whiteway, Chris Meech, andBoq their first victory this Saturday as
6-6, and then eventually pull
and scored. They won the game Hoefer each with two. Matt they meet Rhode Island College.

Tennis set for spri ng
By Mary Mac Neil
Comment staff

Quoc-Bao Vu of Taunton,
according to Coach Robinson.

Bas eba ll wins hom e ope ner
Bridg ewate r defe~ts Norw ich Cade ts 6-1

ef
Bridgewate r State College Men's
Tennis season opens at Stonehi11
College on April 5ili..
Head coach, Dr. Charles
Robinson, believes this match to
be particular ly challengin g,
Stonehill is ranked tenth place on
the east coast. The first home
meet will be against Nichols
College on April 9th at 1 p.m.
The team members this season
are captain Stephen Doyle. the
number one seed, playing his
third season with Bridgewater.
The number. two seed is a toss
up between senior Stephen
Spence, and transfer student

the number one doubles players.
The remaining spots will be
fought out between John Hayes
of Reading, F. Scott Longo of
Plymouth, Chris Corbett, also of
Plymouth , Jon Barron of
Marshfield, Scott Kramer of West
Yarmouth.
"This season should be a lot of
fun," Robinson comments, and
he anticipate s a lot of
"improvem ent in the players."
The whole team is looking
forward to the completion of the
courts so they can. play to their
full potential.

4-

mg,
During the home opener in
baseball, the Bears easily
defeated the Norwich University Cadets 6-1 at Legion Field
last Saturday.
At the bottom of the fifth inning, the game was called due
to rain. But the first game wa8
over way before then.
The first three Cadet batters
up never made it to first base.
The Bears had better success at
the plate. First . up waf)
freshman Mike Marini. Marini
hit" the ball to centerfield , and
ran to second base.

base. Tri-Captai n
cadante loaded the bases with
his hit. Ed Grueter replaced
Mercadante as runner on base.
Shawn Barry was then
walked to first base sending
Marini home for the.1-0 lead.
Kevin Higgins' hit sent Enos
and Grueter home, putting
BSC ahead 3-0. Also batting
for the Bears were Tri-Captain
Ed Kangas, John O'Leary, Jim
Domitrz, and Tom Zaya.
In the top of the second, the
Cadets managed to score their
only run of the game. Marini
scored his second run of the

ngas

hit a single, and went to first

base and then stole second.
John O'Leary then had a RBI
hit sending Kangas home. The
final run of the day was scored
by O'Leary.
Pitcher Paul Duffy had a very
successful day allowing only
three hits and forcing three.
strike outs.
The Bears were very
consistent at the plate throughw
out the game. This victory
gives the Bears 2:-1 record.
Next, the Bears play host to
Salve Regina College on
Thursda the 31, at 3:0 m.

a

Let the gam es begin
By Angela Cornacchioli
Comment staff

Tim Carey and injured Captain Wendy Stoddard watch practice from the sidelines.
The team will play their first home game this Saturday. (photo by Deb Willis)

weekend, they hope to do the

same, as Merrimac k College

comes to town for a double
The spring sports season is header. The game will be played
finally here.
at Legion Field at 1:00 p.m.
· This Saturday, April 2 will be
On the road, the men's track
the home opener for many of the and field team travel to the
varsity and club teams.
Fitchburg Invitationa l at 11:00
The softball team will play a a.m. Meanwhil e, the women's
double-header against Smith Col- rugby team takes on the MIT
lege at 1:00 p.m. The women are · ruggers i!l their first game of the
currently 2-0 from their victories spring season.
in Florida "spring break scrimThe men's lacrosse team has
ages."
already played two games, and
The women's lacrosse team has an 0-2 record to show for it
starts their season off against This Saturday, they will attempt
Mount Holyoke College at 1:00 to win as they play University of
p.m. on Saturday, also.
Rhode Island
Men's rugby begins the 1988
The men's tennis team will
season by playing its opener start off-their season on Tuesday
against Framingha m State Col- as they talce on Stonehill College
lege at 1:00 p.m. Saturday, as do at 3:00· p.m. at Stonehill.
the other teams.
Then there is the tough job for
· The baseball team won their the spectators. .. deciding
which
home opener on the 26. This game to watch.

The Comment

Sport Shorts
Karate

Sports Clinic

Bridgewater State College Karate
Club sweatshirts will be available· in .the lobby in front· of the
bookstore on April 5th and 7th.

Sports related injury clinics
will be held at College Health
Service by Dr. Scott Oliver,
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College Students:

THERE'S ONLY
ONE PLACE TO
lntramurals GO AND THAT'S
M.D., Orthopedic Consultant, on
the following Mondays:

Street hockey, co-ed soft-

April 4, 1988
April 11, 1988
April 25, 1988
May 2, 1988

ball, and co-ed volleyball start

this week.

Softball, women's lacorsse and
men's rugby all have their sea.Son
home openers this Saturday at
1:00 p.m.

Please contact the College

Health Service at 697-1252 for·

an appointment.

Volleyball schedule and team lists
1. Oreos
7. P. Pan and the Nail Driving 5
2. King Frat
8. Lillian and Friends
3. The Flyers
9. The Deads
4. No Soap Radio
10. O'Gradys
5. Power Hongry
11. The Kup A Chicks
6. Piels Light /All-Stars 12. ZABADA
March 30
7:00
8:00
9:00

April4
2-8
4-10
6-12

3-9
5-11

7-1

April 11

5-3
7-10

April 20

4~2

12-3
7-2

6-9

'8-6

10-12
9-11
7-3

6-10
8-12

7:00
8:00

12-9
3-11
5-7

April 27-- Semifinals

8-1

7:00
8:00
9:00

2-5
4-1

May2 -- Fillals

Bridgewater State Scoreboard
Softball

. \lww;, Ml F.qu,\l Ownrtun1ty fmµloyer

Men's Lacrosse

BSC 13
BSC 8

Rollins College 1
Rollins College 3

Baseball
BSC 6

• for package handler positions that earn
$8-9/hour
• for flexible day and evening shifts
• for full time benefits with· a part time position · ·
• for friendly people and fun
,· ·

April25

6-2
10-1
4-8

7:00
8:00
9:00

3-1
5-9
7-11

April 13

4-12
6-11

7:00
8:00

7:00
8:00
9:00

OPS!

Norwich 1

Connecticut 8
Brandeis 10

BSC7
BSC9

. BSC vs Norwich
Second game cancelled
due to rain

Good People'
Good Pay
Good Work!
T

here are several good reasons to work full or part time. But there are
even more good reasons to work full or part time with Hit or Miss,
the nation's leading, women's off-price specialty retailer. We offer you.a
great opportunity to put your abilities to work as part of our friendly
warehouse team ... while earning good pay.

General Warehouse Personnel
Responsibilities will include opening, sizing, ticketing and packing merchandise. Some heavy lifting involved. Excellent training and benefits
are provided, including a 30% store discount, company-paid life and
health insurance, and paiq holidays, vacation and sick time.
The opportuoity to work with good people: and earn good pay is the
perfect reason to join Hit or Miss right now. Call 344·0800, or stop by
and apply. We're located at 100 Campanelli Parkway (off Turnpike St.)1
Stoughton, MA.

· · An Equal Opportunity Employ~r M/F.

~.i
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~Campus
Classifieds
PART TIME • HOME
MAILING PROGRAM! Excellent income! Details,
send self-addressed, stamped
envelope. West, Box 5877,
Hillside, NJ 07205.
TYPISTS - Hundreds weekly
at home! Write: P.O. Box 17,
Clark, NJ. 07066.

-

LOCAL AND NATIONWIDE EDUCATIONAL
PLACEMENT SERVICE:
Teachers/School Administrators seeking entry level or
professional advancement.
Contact: Dr. Mack, Education
Job Search, Box 223. Georgetown, MA 01833

Bulletin Board~

Careers in Social Change Conference-National
conference focusing on career opportunities with small nonprofits,
community organizations and alternative businesses. Called "Careers
in Social Change" and sponsored by Community Jobs, The George
Washington University Community Action Network, the
Georgetown University Public Service Center and The Youth Action
Project, the two-day affair will take place April 8 and 9 at George
Washington University in Washington D.C.
The conference features a provocative panel addressing our call to
social change, a keynote address by Ralph Nader on Saturday, and
nearly 20 workshops led by practitioners in a wide variety of fields
offering insight as to what it is like to work fot their organizations,
how they became involved in what they do and how one goes about
finding a job in their interest area. Organizations will also present
display tables during a career fair Saturday afternoon, giving
participants the chance to interact directly with representatives of
various organizations involved in social change.
Inexpensive dorm-style housing is available, and both staffs and
students are invited to participate. The pre-registration deadline is
March 28, after which the price increases.
Details and a registration form are available in the Career
Planning and Placement Office.

Week Services offered by the Protestant
Campus Ministry:

(617) 352-8473.

Holy

MUSICIANS AND ENTERTAINERS: Earn extra
money performing for small
groups of patients in a living
room setting for approximately
one hour. Infonnal and relaxed.
Call Shirley Ezernis at the
Brockton Hospital at 586-2600
X 2543 for more infonnation.

Thursday, March 31
5:00 Seder Meal at Peg Stearn's house, 29 Shaw Road
Friday, April I
12:00-1:00 Ecumenical Good Friday Service at Gammons Metholist
Church, Cedar and School Streets (behind Boyden) ·
Sunday, April 3
6:00 Ecumenical Easter Sunrise Service across from the B-R High
School on Center Street

HIRING GOVERNMENT
JOBS in your Mea. Many
immediate openings without
waiting list or test. $15,000 $68,000. Call (602) 838-8885,
ext. 7630.

Notes From the Catholic Center - Confirmation Program
at the Catholic Center - The Catholic Center will sponsor a program
leading to the reception of the Sacrament of Confirmation. The
sessions will be held every Wednesday evening, from 6 : 30 to S:OO.
Anyone wishing to prepare for the sacrament should contact the
Center.

Women in Politics and Government-The Program for
Women in Politics and Government at Boston College is holding an
open house on Wednesday, April 6 from 4-6 p.m. in the Barat House
in the Law School Campus at 885 Centre Street, Newton, Mass. To
attend, you must reserve aplace by calling 552-4435.
The program is a one-year, part time graduate certificate and
internship which provides tbe opportunity to gain valuable experience
and learn about the many aspects of a career in public service. The
program runs from September to May, costs $2850, and does offer
scholarships. For additional information contact: Program forWomen in Politics and Government, 885 Centre Street. Newton,
Mass. 02159.
Registration for the 1988' Fall Semester - Monday,
April 4 and ends Friday April 22. Contact your major department to
schedule a registration appointment with you academic advisor as
early as possible.
We would like to remind you of the 9 most common mistakes which
result in registration problems.
I. Not listing alternatives - the major reason why students do not
receive a full schedule.
2. Waiting list option - a very few students receive courses from the
waiting list. Selecting alternative sections or courses is much better.
3. Incorrect code number - the second major reason for not getting
desired courses.
A. Filling in the wrong circle - particularly filling in the zero
rather than the one circle.
B. Using the wrong number - you must use the six-digit code
which is to the right of the course number.
C. Not filling in the circles - or filling them in carelessly,
incompletely or lightly.
4. Time Conflicts - selecting courses that overlap in time - even by a
few minutes. The computer program will not register you if you have
a conflict.
5. Social Security Number - if it is incorrect. or not circled properly,
you will not be registered.
6. Restricted courses - read the Remarks column. For example, you
will not receive AC or MG courses if you are not a major/minor.
7. Laboratory courses - you must register for Both the lecture and the
lab or you will not receive the course.
8. Not using a #2 pencil - using anything else will result in not

D il Mass Sche ule C a e -Ad '1 ·1
being,registered.
••••••,.•!l!llll!flll•ll!ll••••ratWiM~lilMii lliiiiitiwltfiill~~~---M•l@Jlll~•••~••~-.fl!ll•~•••••••li!lall~m:i·puter wm
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INDEPENDENT
2
openings in classified sales
department. Benefits: commission, hourly wage; flexible·
schedule, vacation, health plan
available. Apply: 232 Broad
St. {across from Campus
Plaza). No phone-calls please.

CONCERNED - are you
concerned about the Boston
Church of Christ? You should
be! We can help with the
resources and answers, please
write: Concerned, P.O. Box
427, Bridgewater, MA 02324.
TYPE .. term papers and
resumes on computer. system.
Call Maureen at 697-4825.

GOVERNMENT

~:d

Help? Contact Father Bob or Sister .Jo-Ann at 697 _2402
ANYTIME. HOTLINE: Do you need someone to talk to? Campus
students available to listen Thursday, Friday and Saturday 10 p.m. _ 2
a.m. starting March 24 . Call 697 _2402.

Student Poetry Reading and Contest: BSC students
interested in participating in a night of poetry reading are asked to
submit 3-5 poems to the English Department by Wednesday, March
31st. Selected students will then be invited to read their poems on
Wednesday. Aprtil 13th. A prize will be awarded for the outstanding
poem submitted. Poets should include telephone numbers and
addresses with their submissions.

All Clubs and Organizations - the SGA constitution
rcquries that all recognized clubs and organizations must hold their
elections before the B udgct Hearings for their Fall officers. All
elections must be held by April 5, 1988. Stop by the SGA office and
let us know when and where your elections will be held so that we
may send a SGA member.
Sur,vivors of Incest - Meeting Wednesdays at 3:00,
Counseling Center, Harrington Hall, 697-1200, X 1331.

JOBS

$15.400 - $72,500 now hiring, excellent benefits. Call
(504)649-7922 ext. J-1967.

·f. .-

held on Saturday at 4 p.m. and Sunday at 9 a.m., 10:45 a.m. and 7

If you would like to
advertise in the ·Comment
classified ads, stop· by the
Comment office located next
to the bookstore in the campus
center or call 697-1200 ext.
2158.

Advertise in
The Comment
Cal~

6 .,_eel 200
ext 2158

. Sjiring Ball Tickets
SO tickets will be sold on each of the

following dates:
April?,&, 12, 13, 19 and 20j
and from the 25 through 29.
1

For more information look at Calendar
of £vents.

Need a Friend? a Listener?

HOT LINE
697-2402
10 pm- 2 am

Thursday
Friday

Saturday

Sponsored by the
Peer Ministe_rs of
the Catholic Center

not register you if the form is tom or bent.
NOTE: Be certain to provide alternate selections for each of yout
courses in case your primary choices are closed or cancelled. Take the
time to complete the registration process accurately to insure a valid
registration. Any questions concerning registration should be directed
to you advisor or may be answered by the staff at the registrar's office
by calling 697-1231.
Attention All Clubs - Budget packets will be available i11 the
SGA Office on March 28~ 1988. The packets must be completed and
returned by April 11, 1988 at 3 pm.
Marketing in Transition - S.A.M.S., the management club,
presents Robert Caira of The Bank of Boston. He will speak on the
transitive state of the marketing industry. This multi-million dollar
industry impacts the entire economy. Join us on April 6 at 3 p.m. in
the Maxwell Library, room L340. Refreshments will be served. All
are welcome.
Summer Job Fair - there will be a summer job fair at
Bridgewater State College on Wednesday, April 13, 1988 from 11
a.m. - 3 p.m. Fifty employers from eastern Massachusetts will be in
the campus center ballroom to meetwith students. The event is free.
Door prizes will be available. This is co-sponsored by the student
~mployment referral service and career planning and placement offices.

